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Android Ice-Cream Sandwich system is now heard to yet another HTC model, HTC Rezound, as
sources from Best Buy retailer unveils. The estimated date for the process to complete is cited as
May 7 of this year and also revealed that other phones including Motorola Razr will be receiving the
same configuration alongside. However, this is not a new rumour to be spread by Best Buy vendor.
The news has been hearing since long time back. Every time the handset arrived, left with nothing
new like ICS Android in it. What is heard about the retailer is that the information often released by
Best Buy is incorrect. This is, although, hard to believe that he vendor is constantly receiving wrong
information from the carriers regarding the same issue.

Nevertheless, the rumour has now taken a step ahead and the carrier has not released HTC
Rezound ICS testing details which includes all software updates and up-to-date information on
updating and upgrading of HTC Rezound for April 24. According to the details released by the
carrier, Verizon, ICS trial on HTC Rezound had started way back on April 16 and now is projected to
be completed by May 7. Moreover, the an information in details also cited that the probable release
date of HTC Rezound with ICS Android is May 9.

Just a couple of days of more waiting and HTC Rezound with latest and much-deasire Android 4.0
Ice- Cream Sandwich will be handy. This, in turn, is a great news for all those mobile aficionados
using HTC model. HTC Rezound users have been waiting quite patiently for release of any
information on ICS updates, for quite a long time. Some of them have even downloaded custom
ROM on their handset merely to feel how exactly ICS system would work on their smartphones.

After Samsung Galaxy Nexus, HTC Rezound is the next to receive ICS upgrades and the model
seems to have better opportunity to grab the crown of Google upcoming device. HTC Rezound is no
less than Samsung Galaxy Nexus when it comes to its features and facets. The phone is equally
impressive as it is equipped with one of the best chip set, Qualcomm MSM8660 Snap Dragon.

Check out the htc top seller handset â€“ htc sensation xe @ http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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